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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that if a nonsingular linear transformation T on the space of n-square 
real symmetric matrices preserves the commutativity, where n > 3, then Z’(A) = 
XQAQ’ +f(A)I, for all symmetric matrices A, for some scalar h, orthogonal matrix 
Q, and linear functional 5 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [S], Watkins characterizes those nonsingular linear transformations on 
the space of n X n matrices over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
0 that preserve commuting pairs of matrices where n > 4, by using a result of 
Marcus and Moyls [4] on rank 1 preservers. Pierce and Watkins [S] generalize 
the result in [6] to arbitrary fields by applying the fundamental theorem of 
projective geometry and settle the case for n = 3. In [l], Beasley also 
independently solves the case for n = 3 over algebraically closed fields. 
In this paper we determine those nonsingular linear maps on the space of 
real n X n symmetric matrices that preserve commuting pairs. The proof of 
our result depends on a theorem in [2] concerning the structure of a linear 
mapping that preserves rank 2 matrices. 
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2. RESULTS 
C. H. CHAN AND M. H. LIM 
Let H, denote the space of all n X n symmetric matrices over the real 
field R. 
THEOREM 1. Let n S= 3. Let T: H,, - H,, be a nonsingular linear mapping 
such that 
AB = BA implies T(A)T(B)=T(B)T(A) (1) 
for all A, B in H,. Then there exist an orthogonal matrix Q, a linear 
functional f on H,, and a scalar A such that 
T(A) = W&W + f(A)Z,, (2) 
where I, is the identity matrix and Q’ the transpose of Q. 
Theorem 1 is not true when n = 2. For example, let T: Hz - H, be the 
linear mapping defined by 
then T is nonsingular and has the property (1). It is easily checked that T does 
not have the form (2). 
The following lemma is surely known. 
LEMMA 1. Let AEH, and X1,..., h, be all distinct eigenvalues of A 
with multiplicities cl,. . . , c,,, respectively. Let Z(A) = {BE H, : AB = BA}. 
Then dim Z(A) = Zy= 1c,( ci + 1)/2. 
Proof. Let P be an orthogonal matrix such that 
Then Z(PAPt) = &!F,HCz and hence dim Z(A) = dim Z(PAP’) = 8y!Ici(ci + 
1)/2. n 
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Let U denote the space of n-tuples over Iw. Let . be the symmetric 
bilinear mapping from U X U to H, such that u. 0 = uk + du. Then (H,, . ) 
is the second symmetric product space over U. For each u in U, let u2 denote 
the symmetric matrix u. u. For each positive integer k G n, let R, denote the 
set of all rank k matrices in H,. Then R, consists of matrices of the form 
Cf,la,xa, where xi,. . . , xk are linearly independent and a 1,. . . , ak are nonzero 
scalars (see Theorem 2 in [2]). For each u in U and a subspace W of U, let 
u.W={u.w: WEW}. 
From now on, Twill denote a nonsingular linear mapping on H, satisfying 
(1). 
LEMMA 2. Let n 3 3. Then (a) T(Z,) = hZ, for some XE Iw; (b) Ai E Ri, 
i=1,2, imply that T(Ai)=Bi+hiZ,forsomeB,~R,, X,E[W. 
Proof For any B in H,, we have T(Z(B)) G Z(T( B)). Hence Z(T( I, j) 
= H,. By Lemma 1 we have (a). Since 




for all positive integers ci,. . . ,ck, k 3 2, such that Bf=,ci = n, ci # n - 1, it 
follows from Lemma 1 that T( A,) has an eigenvalue of multiplicity n - 1 or 
n. Since T is nonsingular, T( A,) is not a scalar multiple of identity matrix by 
(a).HenceT(A,)=B,+h,Z,forsomeB,ER,,h,EIW.NowletA,=D,+D, 
where D,, D,E R,. Then T(Di) = aixF + biZ,,, where a, # 0, xiE U\{O}, 
bi E Iw. If xi and x2 are linearly dependent, then there exists n E [w such that 
T(D, + rP,) = (b, + b,)I,, a contradiction to (a), since T is nonsingular. 
Hence T(A,) = alxB + a2xi +(b, + b,)Z, and alxf + a,riE R,. n 
LEMMA 3. Let W he a 2dimensional subspace of U. Let V be a 
2dimensional subspace of ({ wlm w2: wl, W,E W}) such that e2E V for some 
eEU\{O}. Then either(i) V= (e2, f”) for some fE W or (ii) V=e.W. 
Proof. Let { e2, B} be a basis of V. Then B = ae2 + be. g + cg2 for some 
basis {e, g} of W and a, b, GE Iw. Suppose that V is not of form (i). Then for 
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allAElla, 
Ae2 + B = (A + a)e2 + be.g + cg2E R,. 
Hence b2 -4(h + a)c # 0 for all AE R. This implies that c = 0. Hence 
Z? = e.(ae + bg). This proves that V= e.W. n 
LEMMA 4. Let n 2 4. Then for each u E U \{ 0}, 
T(uJJ+(z,)) =w.U$_(Z,) 
for some w E U. 
Proof. LetT(~2)=aw2+XlZnrwherea,h,ER,wEU.LetvEUsuch 
that u, o are linearly independent. By Lemma 2, 
T( u. 0) = b,x,2 + b,x,2 + X,Z,, 
where x1, x2 are linearly independent vectors in U and b, # 0, b, # 0. We 
shall show that WE (x1, x2). Suppose that w @(x1, x2). Since u.(u - u)~ 
R,, it follows that 
T(u+-u))=b 1xf + b,xt - aw2 + (A, - h,)Z, 
= c,y,2 + c2yz” + &I, 
for some linearly independent vectors yr, y,~ U, cl, c2~ R\(O). Since b,xt + 
b,xi - aw2E R, and ciy: + c,yi~ R,, we have q = A, - A, + A, # 0 and 
b,xf + b,xi - aw2 - c,yF - c2yi = VI,, . (3) 
If n > 6, we obtain a contradiction from (3). Now consider the case n = 5. It 
follows from (3) that x1, x2, w, yi, y2 are linearly independent. Note that 
=b,x;+b,x;-(2cly;+2c2y;)+(h2-2h3)Z5 
= M+dZ, 
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for some ME R,. Let 6 = d -(A, -2X,). Then 
b,x,2 + b,x,2 -2( cry,2 + cay;) - M = 61,. (4) 
We have 6 # 0: otherwise ME R,, a contradiction. Then (3) X 6 -(4)X q 
gives 
Since a8 # 0, the left hand side of (5) is of rank 3 or 5, a contradiction, since 
~ME R,. 
Finally let n = 4. Let B, = uw’, B, = b,xB + b,xi. By Lemma 2, xB, + B, 
is the sum of a rank 2 matrix and a scalar matrix for each x E R. Without loss 
of generality we may assume that B, = aErr. [ Eij is the matrix whose only 
nonzero entry is a 1 in position (i, j).] Since E,, is unchanged by similarity 
with an orthogonal matrix of form 14 Q where Q is 3X3 orthogonal, and 
Z&E R,, we may assume that 
B, = 
Note that 
B, + B, + 61, = 
d” 4 4 4 
d, h 0 0 
d, 0 f2 0 ’ 
d, 0 0 0 
‘a+d,+S d, 4 d3 
4 f,+s 0 0 
4 0 $?+a 0 
I d3 0 0 6 
(6) 
is of rank 2 for some 6 E R. Clearly 6 # 0, since B, + B,E R,. Since B, + B, 
+ 61,~ R,, we get (fr + S)(fa + S)S = 0. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that f, + 6 = 0. Hence f, # 0. Since B,E R,, we have 
dcl d, ds 
d, fi 0 =d;fi=O 
d, 0 0 
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and hence d, = 0. Also from (6) 
a+d,+s d, d, 
dl 0 0 =-dfS=O 
4 0 6 
and hence d, = 0. For any x E IR, the characteristic polynomial of xB, + B2 is 
where y = ax + d,. This polynomial must have repeated roots. Hence either 
h2 -( f2 + y)A + yf, - di has repeated roots, or it has a root 0 or f,. Hence 
(fi-y)2+4d~=Ooryf2-d~=Oorf~-(f2+y)fi+yf2-d~=0. Sincey 
is arbitrary, it follows that either (i) f2 = d, = 0 or (ii) fi = f2, d, = 0. For case 
(i) we get B, + B, = (a + d,)E,, + fiE,,, a contradiction. For (ii), B,= d,E,, 
+ f&E,, + E,,) and hence d, = 0, since BzE R,. Thus a-‘B, + fi_‘R2 = 
- E,, + I, #(the sum of a rank 2 matrix and a scalar matrix), a contradic- 
tion. Hence w E (x1, x2). 
SinceforanygEIW\{O},T(u.(u+gu))isthesumofarank2matrixand 
a scalar matrix, it follows that uw2 + g(b,xF + b2xi)~ R,, since n 2 4. Hence 
by Lemma 3, 
q+,u)) Cw.U+(Z,). 
Since u is an arbitrary vector such that 0 @ (u) and T is nonsingular, we get 
T(ud7+(z,))=w.u+(z,). n 
LEMMAS. Letn=4andyl,..., y4 be a basis of U. Then for any nonzero 
vectors xl,...,xq in U, 
Proof. Suppose that 
Then (x1) # (x2) or (x1) # (x4): otherwise xr.za + x2.xq is a decomposa- 
ble element and hence of rank G 2, a contradiction. Hence we may assume 
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that x1, x2 are linearly independent. Since yl,. . . , y4 is a basis of u, we may 
assume that x1, x2, ya, y4 is a basis of U. Let 
y1= a1x1-t a2x2 + U,Y, + U,Y,, 
y2 = b,x, + b,x, + b,y, + b4y4. 
Let f be the linear mapping on U such that 
fh)=fb,)=f(Y3)=0~ f(Y4) = Y4. 
By applying the second induced power off on (7) we get 
=(a;+b;+l)y;, 
a contradiction, since ui + bi 2 0. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
&se 1: na4. Let {e,,..., e,} be the standard basis of U. Let T( ei. ei) = 
Di i i- A,,Z,, where Dii E R,, Dii is a nonzero decomposable element for i < i. 
Let f be the linear functional on H, such that 
f( 2 aijei.ej) = 2 aiiXii. 
t<j icj 
Let S: H, ---t H, be defined by 
S(A) =T(A)- f(A)Z,. 
Then S(ei. ei) = Dii, i G i. By Lemma 4, 
T(e,.U) CA-U+(Z,) 
for some f;E U. Hence 
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Since Dii E S(q . U) flS( ei. U), 
Dii = f;.gi + s,,z, 
= 4. hi + q,z, 
for some hi, giE U, aii, qi,~lW. If n>4, clearly 6ii=qii=0. If n ~4 and 
i = i, clearly aii = 0. If n = 4 and i < i, aii = qii = 0 by Lemma 5. Hence 
Now for any nonzero vector y in U, S( e, . y) E fi‘- U, since S( ei. ei) E fi. U for 
any j=l,...,n. Let 
S(y4) c y'.u+(z,). (8) 
Since S(ei . y) is a decomposable element, it follows from (8) and Lemma 5 
that S(e,.y)Ey’.U, i=l,..., n. Hence 
s(y2) E y’.U. (9) 
Since S( y ‘) is a sum of rank 1 matrix and a scalar matrix, it follows from (9) 
that So R,. Hence S(R,) c R,. 
Let ui, u2 be two linearly independent vectors in U. Let S(uB) = ciof, 
S( u,“) = c2ui. If oi and o2 are linearly dependent, then there exists c E R\{ 0} 
such that 
s(uf+cu,2)=0, 
a contradiction, since S(uB + cu,“) is the sum of a rank 2 matrix and a scalar 
matrix. Hence oi, o2 are linearly independent. This shows that S( R2) c R,. 
By Theorem 7 in [3] 
S(A) = hPAPt 
for some nonsingular matrix P and AE R. Hence 
T(A)=XPAP”+f(A)Z,. 
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Since T(I,) E (In), we obtain 
T(A)=dQAQ”+f(A)Z, 
for some orthogonal matrix Q and some d E R. 
Case 2: n = 3. Since E,,, E,,, E,, are pairwise commutative, it follows 
that T(E,,), T(E,,), T(E,,) are pairwise commutative. Hence there exists a 
3 ~3 orthogonal matrix Q such that QT(Eii)Qpl is diagonal for each i. By 
Lemma 2, 
QT(Eii)Q-1 = Ai +&I, 
for some rank 1 matrix Ai, i = 1,2,3. Since T(Z,) is a scalar matrix, we have 
A, + A, + A, = AZ, for some nonzero scalar A. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that hp’T(E,,) = Eii + Xp1XiZ3, i = 1,2,3. Let L = h-‘T. Let 
Since AE,,=E,,A, it follows that L(A)L(E,,)= L(E,,)L(A). Since L(E,,) 
= E,, + A-‘X,Z,, we have 
and 
u 0 0 
t 1 0 v x ER, 0 x w 
by Lemma 2. If u # 0, then z) = w = 0 and hence x = 0. This implies that 
L(A - uE,,) is a scalar matrix. Since A - uE,, is not a scalar matrix and L is 
nonsingular, we obtain a contradiction. Hence u = 0 and VW = x2. Let 
2 0 0 
D= i 
0 1 1 I . 0 1 1 
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Then D has eigenvalues 2,2,0. By Lemma 1 we see that L(D) has an 
eigenvalue of multiplicity 2. Note that 
Since VW = x2, the characteristic polynomial of 
2 0 0 
i I 0 v x 0 x w 
is (2-A) [A’--(v+w)X]. If v+w=O, then 
a contradiction. Hence v + w = 2. Now let 
Then E has eigenvalues 2,2, -3, and 
2 0 0 
0 2v-4 2x + bl,, 
0 2x 2w--1 
for some b E R. Since v + w = 2 and VW = x2, it follows that 
2v-4 2x 
2x 2w-1 
is not a scalar matrix and its characteristic polynomial is AZ + X +6v - 12. 
Since L(E) has an eigenvalue of multiplicity 2, it follows that v = 1. Hence 
w = 1 and 2c = -t 1. This proves that 
W, + Es,) = cdE2, + Es,) + &I, 
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for some A, E !R, where ci = t 1. Similarly we have 
w,, + E,, > = cz(E,, + E,,) + w37 
w2, + 42) = c3@21+ 42) + w, 
for some A,, A, in !R, where ci = + 1, i = 2,3. If cicscs = -1, it is easy to 
construct commuting matrices 8, C such that L(B)L(C) is not symmetric, a 
contradiction. Hence cicsca = 1 and 
for some linear functional f on Ha. Hence T is of the form (2) and the proof is 
complete. n 
THEOREM 2. A nonsingulur linear mapping L : H, -+ H, is a commutativ- 
ity preserver if and only if there exists a 2X2 orthogonal matrix Q such that 
andX,+p,=h2+p2. 
Proof- Necessity: Since E E I1 22 = E,,E,,, it follows that L(E,,)L(E,,) = 
L(E,,)L(E,,). Hence there exists a 2X2 orthogonal matrix Q such that 
Since Z(Z,) = Hz and L is nonsingular, it follows that L(E,,) + L(E,,) is a 
scalar matrix. Hence A, + pi = A, + p2. 
Sufficiency: We may assume that Q = I,. Let 
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be a commuting pair. Then AB symmetric implies that 




ah, + C/Al + by 
bx 
L(B) = 
dh, + fpl + ey ex 
ex 1 dh,+ fpz+ex * 
Using (lo), we calculate that L(A)L( B) is symmetric. Hence L(A)L(B) = 
L(B)L(A). n 
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